Summarising
When a reader summarises a text, they evaluate the information and
decide what is important and what isn’t. Summarising helps a reader gain
a more concise understanding of the text.
Main ideas are often found in topic sentences. These are usually the first
sentence of a paragraph. The concluding sentences often contains the
main idea.

1. Read the text below. Think: What is the main idea? What are the supporting details?

__________________________ (title)
Kate sat on her bed in the corner of her room. Her green and black striped blanket was
pulled up over her raised knees. Kate had closed the old wooden window as best she could,
but she could still feel the cold breeze creeping through. This was her favourite place to be on
a cold winter’s night. She stared out the window at the trees. The wind was toying with them,
pushing them back and forth. Kate loved listening to the howling of the wind and the pitter
patter of the rain, knowing she was safe and warm inside. She grabbed her favourite
magazine and settled in for a cosy night.

2. Fill in the graphic organiser to show the main idea and supporting details.
Main Idea

Supporting Detail

Supporting Detail

3. Think of an appropriate title for the text and write it in.
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Supporting Detail

Summarising Answers
When a reader summarises a text, they evaluate the information and
decide what is important and what isn’t. Summarising helps a reader gain
a more concise understanding of the text.
Main ideas are often found in topic sentences. These are usually the first
sentence of a paragraph. The concluding sentences often contains the
main idea.

1. Read the text below. Think: What is the main idea? What are the supporting details?

(Answers will vary) (title)
Kate sat on her bed in the corner of her room. Her green and black striped blanket was
pulled up over her raised knees. Kate had closed the old wooden window as best she could,
but she could still feel the cold breeze creeping through. This was her favourite place to be on
a cold winter’s night. She stared out the window at the trees. The wind was toying with them,
pushing them back and forth. Kate loved listening to the howling of the wind and the pitter
patter of the rain, knowing she was safe and warm inside. She grabbed her favourite
magazine and settled in for a cosy night.

2. Fill in the graphic organiser to show the main idea and supporting details.
Main Idea
(Answers will vary) Kate was happy and cosy in her
room.

Supporting Detail
(Answers will vary) It was
windy outside.

Supporting Detail
(Answers will vary) Kate
began to read a magazine.

3. Think of an appropriate title for the text and write it in.
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Supporting Detail
(Answers will vary) Her
blanket was green and
black.

